Photographs from the Meeting

... are being collected at https://www.flickr.com/gp/149120231@N04/3JhNfU
... linked to the workshop Indico front web page.
The proceedings for DIS2017 will be published on PoS

- authors will be contacted by the organisers and provided with login data to access their personal pages on PoS (where the style files are available)
- from their PoS pages authors can upload a PDF file (plus any attachments), with a simple two-step procedure.

For more information please contact:
pos-eo@sissa.it (PoS Editorial office)

- 10 pages for plenary talks
- 5 pages for parallel session talks

- Detailed instructions are on the meeting indico web page and will be circulated by email

Deadline for submissions is 30 June 2017
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The Angel of the North (1998)
(Overlooking A1 road as it enters Gateshead)
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... congratulations to Tanja Horn
Thanks!

... for support to our sponsors ...

... to the School of Physics & Astronomy for allowing us to take over for 2.5 days.
Thanks!

... to the Local Organisation and Programme Committee

Simone Bifani (Birmingham)
Juraj Bracinik (Birmingham)
Claire Gwenlan (Oxford)
Peter Jones (Birmingham)
Uta Klein (Liverpool)
Frank Krauss (IPPP Durham)
Kostas Nikolopoullos (Birmingham)
Monica d'Onofrio (Liverpool)
Mark Slater (Birmingham)
Juan Rojo (Amsterdam)
Paul Thompson (Birmingham)
Orlando Villalobos-Baille (Birmingham)

[Formerly the Programme and Local Organisation Panel (PLOP)]
Thanks!

... to the Scientific Secretaries, for:
- Preparing conference bags and name badges
- Preparing lecture theatres
- Putting up signs and pointing the way
- Manning the secretariat desk
- Carrying microphones in plenaries
- Keeping technicalities going in parallels
- Taking photographs
- Leading excursions
- ...

Matthew Baca  Rhys Owen
Daniel Briglin  Andy Sturgess
James Broughton  Russell Turner
Ryan Calladine  Rob Vallance
Andy Foster  Tim Williams
Laura Gonella  Emily Willsher
Kay Graham  Alisdair Winter
James Kendrick  Kristian Zarebski
Thanks!

... to the meeting secretary

Maria Hobbs
Thanks!

... to all working group conveners, speakers and participants for creating a fascinating and unique blend of scientific topics
Thanks!
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Farewell!... and see you for DIS’18 in Kobe ...